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MEETING NOTICE

The regular monthly meeting of the Edmonton
Centre will be held ONE WEEK EARLY - on Thursday,

May 7th. The change in date is due to the General
Assembly of the R.A.S.C (April issue, page four),
which will be held in Ottawa May 15 - 17, 1964.

The Edmonton Centre meeting will commence at

8:15 pm sharp, and will be held in the Queen

Elizabeth Planetarium. The speaker on that occa-

"on will be Walter Franiel (right), who will speak

on PHOTOGRAPHY IN ASTRONOMY. Mr. Franiel's talk,

illustrated with slides of various celestial objects,

will highlight the history of astronomical photog

raphy, as well as the remarkable developments in
this science which have given man a clearer picture

of the Universe in which he lives.

<*

Photography expert Walter Franiel, the
Assistant Editor of STARDUST - who will
speak Thursday evening on PHOTOGRAPHY IN
ASTRONOMY.

The Centre's honorary president, Professor E.S. Keeping, will give the HANDBOOK TALK.

We are pleased to announce that Dr. Ann Palm,
Research Associate at the Space Sciences Laboratory,
University of California, Berkeley, will be the
Centre's guest speaker at the June meeting.

That meeting will also be held ONE WEEK EARLY -
on Thursday, June 4th in the Queen Elizabeth Planet
arium, 8:15 pm.

Dr. Palm's work chiefly concerns extensive study
of the lunar surface, crater statistics and lunar
reaction to the solar wind.

With manned travel to the moon becoming closer
to reality with each passing day, Dr. Palm's research
is very timely, and should provide our members with
a stimulating insight into the relatively new and
fascinating lunar research now being carried on.
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Professor Stilwell, Frank Loehde Calgary Centre president, Pawson

The April tradition of the Calgary and Edmonton Centres, namely
an annual exchange of speakers, proved another successful program
last month when Rickey Choquette of Calgary spoke to the Edmonton
group April 9th, in return for the talk delivered in Calgary the
previous night by Robert Allin.

Ri. ~-rt Allin of the Ed
monton Centre addresses

Calgary R.A.S.C. members
on VARIABLE STARS.

Mr. Allin's topic was CATACLYSMIC VARIABLE STARS,
spoke on his experiments in radio astronomy.

On his trip to Calgary, Mr. Allin was accompanied by Franklin
Loehde and Ian McLennan. All three took the opportunity of their
visit with the Calgary group to exchange ideas regarding observing
programs and other fields of common interest. Franklin Loehde talked
with Walter Stilwell (above, left) about the proposed Calgary Centen
nial Planetarium, while the president of the Calgary astronomers,
Mr. Ken Pawson expressed the hope that both centres would resume a
program of meeting at Red Deer, Alberta, for joint observing sessions.

Calgary's contribution to the speaker ex

change was Rickey Choquette, an enthusiastic

young amateur astronomer with a promising

career in radio astronomy in sight.

Mr. Choquette explained the various tech

niques and improvisations used in the construc

tion of his radio telescope receiving equipment,

much of which is composed of components from

television sets purchased second-hand.

The occasion of his visit with the Edmonton

Centre gave members an opportunity to meet his

parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Choquette, and his

y nger sister Susanne.

We were pleased to learn that Rickey had

just been accepted for a summer position at the

White Lake, B.C. Radio Observatory.

Mr. Choquette
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Li'FE ON OTHER WORLDS? by Franklin Loehde.

Dr. G.W. Hodgson of the Alberta Research Council discussed evidence of life beyond the
Earth by the minute scrutiny of meteorites, at a joint meeting of three scientific societies
on Tuesday, April 14th. Participants in the special meeting, held at the University of Alberta,
were the Edmonton Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, the Edmonton Geological
Society and the Chemical Institute of Canada. Members were told of exhaustive tests on a
meteorite which landed in France almost 100 years ago, which revealed definitive evidence of
organic compounds not unlike those found in all living (earth) creatures.

Contamination checks were made - even comparing the compounds found in the meteorite with
those found in vacuum cleaner dust - but the evidence still pointed to extra-terrestrial origin
for the complex molecular chains.

Unfortunately, extremely few meteorites, as may be expected, reveal these compounds. The
same micro-qualitative and quantitative studies done on the French meteorite were conducted on
our 'local* Bruderheim and Peace River fragments - with no startling results. Dr. Hodgson
stressed the importance of reducing contamination in meteorite falls by their immediate recovery
after the initial sighting.

An explanation for the presence of organic compounds in the French meteorite? Unfortunately,
time was not available for a discussion of the philosophical implications. The writer had the
pleasure of thanking the speaker for his most revealing talk.

EXPO '67

In slightly less than three years from now, on April 28th,
Jn67, gates will swing open at the Montreal World's Fair -
, atting the first of an anticipated 30,000,000 visitors to
the only FULLY RECOGNIZED Universal and International Exhibi
tion ever to be held outside Europe.

It will cost more than the St. Lawrence Seaway.

A committee has been set up to make recommendations on
astronomical and earth sciences exhibits for the fair. In
preparation for these recommendations, Dr. G.G. Shepherd,
Professor of Physics at the University of Saskatchewan, Sask
atoon, has been employed by the World's Fair Corporation to
coordinate the many suggestions to be made in the near future.

Dr. Shepherd came to Edmonton last week for discussions
with Ian McLennan on general astronomical and space age ex
hibits, and with Dr. R.E. Folinsbee, U of A geologist, regard
ing acquisition of Bruderheim meteorite fragments for display.

Dr. Gordon Shepherd.

More detailed information regarding the Committee for Centennial Natural History of Alberta
has been received from Dr. Brian Hitchon, Chairman of the project. As reported in recent
issues of STARDUST, this committee will be responsible for producing a Handbook of Natural
History in Alberta in recognition of Canada's Centennial year, 1967. The Astronomical Society
has been asked to cooperate in this publication by preparing a chapter on the Night Sky over
Alberta. Events in Alberta's history will be related in time, to events in the heavens. The
constitution, and other documents relative to the administration of this committee, are avail
able for inspection by members of the Society. They are on file at the planetarium.

It has been announced that the City of Winnipeg has voted to include a one million dollar
planetarium in an Arts Centre to be constructed in that city for the Canadian Centennial. The
entire complex will cost in excess of $4 million.

Many Canadian cities have shown considerable foresight and imagination in the choice of their
Centennial projects. We'll be able to read about them in our new library.
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STAR NIGHT.
t •••ii i • i • • i i i

As reported in the last issue of STARDUST, plans are now well underway for the staging of
1 Centre's biggest effort - STAR NIGHT, 1964. The program will be held at the Northern
Alberta Jubilee Auditorium September 17 - 19, 1964.

Members of the STAR NIGHT Committee are now busily engaged in following up on contacts
regarding exhibits, pictures and motion picture films for use during the program.

While on a tour of American planetariums April 10 - 17, Ian McLennan met with officials of
the McDonnell Aircraft Company in St. Louis, Missouri - manufacturers of the Mercury and
Gemini space capsules. An exhibit on Project Gemini has been arranged from that company. In
addition, he met with Miss Ann Mark in Washington, D.C, who is associated with the Exhibits
Section of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Miss Mark has kindly arranged
to forward another impressive display on current space activity for use in the forthcoming
program.

Several members of the Centre will recall a
lecture delivered in Edmonton last autumn by Dr.
Jack Green, Research Geologist with North American
Aviation Company, Downey, California.

North American has been awarded the prime, con
tract for the Project Apollo (lunar) space-craft,
hence an aviation company's interest in lunar geo
logy.

Franklin Loehde has been in touch with Dr. Green
concerning displays on Apollo for the STAR NIGHT
program.

In addition, Dr. Green has expressed an interest
in the Centre's proposed expedition to Peru one year
from now, to witness the solar eclipse of May 30th,
1965. Dr. Green wishes to examine certain craters
on the Galapagos Islands, which lie close to the
path of the moon's racing shadow.

Dr. Green Franklin Loehde

GENERAL ASSEMBLY. R.A.S.C.

Robert Allin, Bill Cable and Franklin Loehde have been busily arranging displays on the
Centre's activities for showing at the General Assembly of the Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada, which will be held May 15 - 17, at Carleton University, Ottawa. The display will be
set up at the May meeting of the Edmonton Centre, prior to shipment to the east. There is
still time for last-minute additions to the exhibit. Members who have material suitable for
inclusion are asked to contact the planetarium as soon as possible.

While in the nation's capital, Mr. Loehde and Mr. McLennan will be meeting with officials
of the Embassy of Peru to inform them of our planned expedition to the South American coast
for the purpose of recording the 1965 eclipse.

The Executive and Council of the Edmonton Centre met on Sunday evening, April 19th, for
discussions relative to a number of administrative matters. Items discussed were financial
and other commitments regarding STAR NIGHT; future speakers; the proposed observatory; the
Centre's library; and the by-laws and constitution of the Edmonton Centre. Dr. H.W. Taylor,
•e-president of the Centre, is now reviewing the out-dated documents, and will soon prepare

bmmendations regarding revisions to them. Notice will be published in STARDUST of any
proposed amendments. In lieu of a floral tribute at the funeral service of H.J. Montgomery,
it was decided a book, "AND THERE WAS LIGHT", would be purchased in his memory. It was also
reported that over half the new books in the O.W. Colley library fund, donated by his family,
have been acquired and are now in circulation.
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THE OBSERVERS' CORNER.

Schedule of Observers' meetings May 2nd, 7:30 pm;
May 16th, 7:00 pm;
May 30th, 7:00 pm;

June 13th, 7:00 pm;

Planetarium.

Planetarium.

Planetarium.

Planetarium.

SCIENCE FAlft - OBSERVERS' GROUP, by Franklin Loehde.

Astronomy, and the Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C were well repres
ented at the 1964 edition of the Edmonton Regional Science Fair held on
April 11th at the Victoria Vocational High School. Members of the group -
Robert Drinnan (our Wetaskiwin member), Stuart Coupland, Barry Smee and

Ian Smith - all entered this year's fair with projects ranging from "Crystal Growing" to
"Wonders of the Universe."

Barry, with his excellently mounted display of home-made gems, received second prize
honors in the high school competition. Stuart and a friend from Strathcona Composite High
School, won a third prize standing in the high school group projects category with an exhibit
describing variable stars, and Stuart's telescope. Ian Smith demonstrated the fascinating
new discovery of laser beams with his project, "Coherent Light." Robbie Drinnan and his
father drove during the early morning hours to come up to Edmonton to organize his "Wonders
of the Universe" display. The highlight of his exhibit was a planetarium effect showing a
view of the star groupings as seen from northern latitudes.

Congratulations, boys, on your splendid efforts.

Members of the R.A.S.C. Observers' Group

receive guidance in a group project from William

Cable, the Centre's librarian, (right).

The boys in particular, and the Edmonton

Centre in general, owe a debt of gratitude to

Bill Cable and Franklin Loehde, for their devoted

service to this fine group of young enthusiasts. Bill Cable and friends

A special "branch" of the R.A.S.C. Observers' Group has been established at the Griesbach

Army Station, north of Edmonton. Many of the youngsters there found it inconvenient to travel

into the city for the regular observing meetings at the planetarium, and so, under the guidance

of Bill Cable, have established themselves on location. At present, there are ten boys in the

Griesbach group, ranging in age from 8-14 years. They are all children of armed forces

personnel.

The Chairman of the group is Robert Buckley, Jr., who, with his father, was one of the

observers at Fort Providence, N.W.T., for the July 20th 1963 total solar eclipse. The group's

^cretary is Bill Bodreau.

Three of the members are fully qualified members of the R.A.S.C.

Good luck, fellows.
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The appointment of William J.P. Cable as

Technical Director, Queen Elizabeth Planetarium

is announced. Mr. Cable will commence his full-

time duties at the planetarium near the end of

this month.

Among several technical projects under his

supervision, will be the construction of new

m^m 4 JBfc-, *^F « -$rm. | j§ projection systems for the star theatre, which
™' •™"™tot Wwmr- win reproduce such effects as a rotating earth,

Bill Cable projection orrery, meteor showers, storms, under
water effects, and many other visual sequences

designed to "dress up" the planetarium presentations. As this announcement has not yet been
made public, members are asked to withhold this information for a few days.

STARDUST'S FIRST SCOOP! z%: CASTOR
EL MATH -»;-

GEMINI

Now Regulus and the Sickle riding high,

Proclaim to all that genial Spring is nigh,

Yet, vainly doth the Sickle try to reap,

The brilliant blossoms that before it creep.

- Prosonby
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